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IntroductionIntroduction

ISO 12207 = common framework for 
the lifecycle of the software 

Architecture of the software lifecycle
processes (processes, activities, tasks)

ISO 15504 also known as SPICE 
(Software Process Improvement and
Capability Determination) = "framework
for the assessment of software 
processes" 

Derived from 12207 and CMMI

ProcessProcess standardsstandards
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Introduction (2)Introduction (2)

ISO 9126 = set of characteristics to 
describe software product quality

Internal, external and use-related features
Each characteristic = subcharacteristics + 
metric to assess conformance with
requirements

ProductProduct standardstandard
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ISO 12207ISO 12207
Software Software lifecyclelifecycle processesprocesses
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AgendaAgenda

1. Context and Purpose

2. Scope

3. History

4. Basic concepts
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1. 1. ContextContext andand PurposePurpose

Domain : software engineering

Focus : software lifecycle processes

Purpose : to establish a common framework 
for the life cycle of software

to foster mutual understanding among 
business parties

to acquire, supply, develop, operate and 
maintain software
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2. Scope2. Scope

Stakeholders: acquirers, suppliers, users etc

Application: corporate processes related to 
project products and project services

ISO 12207 covers process definitions and 
descriptions 
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3. 3. HistoryHistory
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3. 3. HistoryHistory (2)(2)

ISO/IEC 12207 Sponsor : 
• Joint Technical Committe 1 (JTC1) (Information Technology) of 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and 
International Electrotechnical Commission 7 (IEC).

• Developer: Subcommittee 7 (SC7) (Software Engineering)

Proposed in June 1988

Published 1 August 1995

Participants: Australia, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, 
Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Korea, Netherlands, Spain, 
Sweden, UK, USA
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4. Basic Concepts 4. Basic Concepts –– LifeLife cycle cycle andand
architecturearchitecture
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Modularity
Cohesion (Functional): Tasks in a process must be functionally 
related
Coupling (Internal): Links between processes must be minimal

Association
If a function is used by more than one process, then the 
function becomes a process in itself
If Process X is invoked by Process A and Process A only, then 
Process X belongs to Process A

Responsibility
Each process is under a responsibility
A function with parts under different responsibilities shall not
be a process

4. Basic Concepts 4. Basic Concepts –– RulesRules for for 
partitioningpartitioning thethe lifelife cyclecycle
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4. Basic Concepts 4. Basic Concepts –– TheThe ProcessProcess
TreeTree
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A process is partitioned into PDCA activities based on the PDCA-
cycle principles

4. Basic Concepts 4. Basic Concepts –– RulesRules for for 
partitioningpartitioning a a processprocess
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An activity is divided into tasks, which are grouped into 
similar actions

Based on TQM Principles
Each party/participant has appropriate responsibility

4. Basic Concepts 4. Basic Concepts –– ActivityActivity andand
TasksTasks
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Not certifying

Not prescriptive, no how-tos

Not a standard for methods, techniques & models
does not prescribe management and engineering 
methods
does not prescribe computer languages
Etc

Not a standard for metrics
many tasks need metrics and indicators
but prescribes no specific metrics/indicators
references ISO/IEC 9126 for guidance

4. Basic Concepts 4. Basic Concepts –– WhatWhat 12207 12207 isis
notnot
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ISO 15504 (SPICE)ISO 15504 (SPICE)
Software Software QualityQuality
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AgendaAgenda

1. Context and Purpose

2. History

3. Basic concepts

4. CETIC products derived from ISO 
15504
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1. 1. ContextContext andand PurposePurpose

Normalized structure devoted to managing
requirements related to a software 
development process

Model for process management + set of
requirements/guidelines to assess/improve
those processes
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2. 2. HistoryHistory

Early 1990’s: process improvement and
capability determination methods
developed in several countries

International consensus on the urgent need for 
a public domain standar for software process
assessment

June 1991 in London, Joint Technical
Committee 1/Sub-Committee 7 of the
ISO/IEC: resolution to develop an 
international standard on software process
assessment
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3. Basic concepts 3. Basic concepts -- ProcessProcess

5 process categories

Customer-Provider
• Acquisition process (process for selectiong provider)
• Process for support to customer

Engineering
• Process for analyzing requirements and designing the system

Support
• Documentation process

Management
• Risk management process

Organization
• Process for managing human resources
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3. Basic concepts 3. Basic concepts -- ProcessProcess

6 maturity levels for assessing the processes
5 : optimizing
4 : quantitatively managed
3 : defined
2 : managed
1 : initial
0 : incomplete

To assess a process, we define it as follows:
Purpose/goal
Results/attributes that should be met to reach a 
successful implementation of the process
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3. Basic concepts 3. Basic concepts -- ProcessProcess andand maturitymaturity
levelslevels (2)(2)

6 niveaux de maturité
5 : en optimisation
4 : prévisible
3 : établi
2 : géré
1 : réalisé
0 : incomplet

Example : process for software testing(1/2)

Purpose: to test the integrated software 

Result of a successful implementation of the process

Acceptance criteria are developed in order to verify compliance
with requirements

The integrated software is verified using the defined acceptance
criteria

The testing results are taken in

A non-regression strategy is established in order to test the
integrated software again if software is modified

The regression testing is performed when necessary
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3. Basic concepts 3. Basic concepts -- AssessingAssessing eacheach processprocess

For each attribute:
N = not implemented
P = partly implemented
L = largely implemented
F = fully implemented

A level is achieved if 
The attribute(s) of this level =    or F
Attributes of lower levels = F

⇔ 0 % → 15 %

⇔ 16 % → 50 %

⇔ 51 % → 85 %

⇔ 86 % → 100 %

L F
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3. Basic concepts 3. Basic concepts -- ExampleExample ofof processprocess
assessmentassessment
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 =>achieved level 1 2 1 0 0 1
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3. Basic concepts 3. Basic concepts -- ConclusionConclusion

SPICE is very interesting to prepare an improvement plan

Can be applied to the way a team works

Gives the opportunity to deploy progressively the action plan:
By targeting first and foremost the most critical processes
By targeting the levels in ascending order

• On a mid-term: target = level 2
• On a long term: target = level 3
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4. CETIC 4. CETIC productsproducts -- OWPL OWPL 
(Observatoire Wallon des Pratiques Logicielles)(Observatoire Wallon des Pratiques Logicielles)

Model based on CMM and SPICE (ISO 
15504)

Adapted to SMO’s

goal: improve software production 
processes
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4. CETIC 4. CETIC productsproducts -- OWPL (2)OWPL (2)
model structure: 

10 processes (each split up in practices): 
requirements management, 
project planification, 
project follow-up, 
development, 
documentation, 
test, 
configuration management, 
outsourcing management, 
quality managemenet, 
process for capitalizing knowledge

Success factors organized in 4 categories: 
organization within the processes take place, 
the management policy, 
the human resources
the « used » technical tools
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4. CETIC 4. CETIC productsproducts -- OWPL (3)OWPL (3)

Success story: PEPITe

CETIC has assessed the PEPITo software with
OWPL

Goal: inform PEPITe about their software 
development practices to improve them

Improve their products and services

CETIC has provided a complete assessment
report + recommendations to improve their
development practices
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4. CETIC 4. CETIC productsproducts -- NOEMINOEMI

based on existing standards such as 
ISO/IEC15504

The NOEMI assessment method has been 
developed by Centre HENRI TUDOR 
(Luxemburg).

Two goals: 
improve the perception of computer maturity in SMO’s
or VSMO’s
methodological tool for improving those companies’ SI
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4. CETIC 4. CETIC productsproducts -- NOEMI (2)NOEMI (2)

Assessment according to an exhaustive list of the
typical computer activities in SMO’s/VSMO’s divided
in 5 fields: 

infrastructure
support
management
security
documentation
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4. CETIC 4. CETIC productsproducts -- NOEMI (3)NOEMI (3)

Success Story: GREISCH (Liège), Architects office
Interviews conducted with 3 types of users:

• One responsible within the computer department
• The director of the computer department
• 3 end-users (architects)

CETIC has provided GREISCH with an assessment report 
on their practices within the computer department and
the quality of the services/products delivered to the end-
users (the architects) by the computer scientists
CETIC has also provided recommendations to improve
their products and services
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ISO 9126ISO 9126
Software Software ProductProduct QualityQuality
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AgendaAgenda

1. Scope

2. History

3. Basic concepts

4. CETIC products derived from ISO 9126
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ISO 9126 is an international standard for 
the evaluation of software. 
It will be overseen by the project SQuaRE, 
ISO 25000:2005, which follows the same 
general concepts
four parts: 

quality model; 
external metrics; 
internal metrics; 
and quality in use metrics.

1. Scope1. Scope
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Late 1980’s: need for a framework assessing
the quality of a software product

1991: Joint Technical Committee of the
ISO/IEC develops ISO 9126

Standard revised in 2001

Will be overseen by SQuaRE (ISO 
25000:2005)

2. 2. HistoryHistory
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3. Basic concepts 3. Basic concepts –– FirstFirst partpart

The quality model established in the first part 
of the standard, ISO 9126-1, classifies 
software quality in a structured set of 
characteristics and sub-characteristics as 
follows:
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3. Basic concepts 3. Basic concepts –– FirstFirst partpart
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3. Basic concepts 3. Basic concepts –– FirstFirst part (2)part (2)

Functionality - A set of attributes that bear on 
the existence of a set of functions and their specified 
properties. The functions are those that satisfy 
stated or implied needs.

Reliability - A set of attributes that bear on the 
capability of software to maintain its level of 
performance under stated conditions for a stated 
period of time.

Usability - A set of attributes that bear on the 
effort needed for use, and on the individual 
assessment of such use, by a stated or implied set of 
users.
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3. Basic concepts 3. Basic concepts –– FirstFirst part (3)part (3)

Efficiency - A set of attributes that bear on the 
relationship between the level of performance of the 
software and the amount of resources used, under stated 
conditions.

Maintainability - A set of attributes that bear on the 
effort needed to make specified modifications.

Portability - A set of attributes that bear on the ability 
of software to be transferred from one environment to 
another.
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3. Basic concepts 3. Basic concepts –– FirstFirst part (4)part (4)

Each quality sub-characteristic (as adaptability) 
is further divided into attributes. 

An attribute is an entity which can be verified or 
measured in the software product. 

Attributes are not defined in the standard, as 
they vary between different software products.
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AssessGridAssessGrid -- Non functional using requirements: ISONon functional using requirements: ISO--91269126

Security: data 
integrity for trust 

assessment, 
confidentiality

SLA issues

UI level
detailed in later 
portal review

Time overhead 
not critical

Resource overhead

Aligned on 
Open Source 

practices

Unix/linux
Reusable

CCS target

3. Basic concepts 3. Basic concepts –– FirstFirst part (5)part (5)
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Internal metrics are those which do not 
rely on software execution (static 
measures).
External metrics are applicable to running 
software.
Quality in use metrics are only available 
when the final product is used in real 
conditions
Ideally, the internal quality determines 
the external quality and external quality 
determines quality in use.

3. Basic concepts 3. Basic concepts -- Description Description ofof
thethe standardstandard
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3. Basic concepts 3. Basic concepts –– InternalInternal metricmetric
Metric Name: Data corruption prevention

Purpose: how complete is the implementation of data corruption prevention

Method of application: Count the number of implemented instances of data 
corruption prevention as specified and compare with the number of instances of
operations/access specified in requirements as capable of currption/destroying
data

Measurement, formula and data element computations: X=A/B with A= 
number of implemented instances of data corruption prevention as specified
confirmed in review and B = Number of instances of operation/access identified in 
requirements as capable of corruption/destroying data Note: consider security
levels when using this metric

Interpretation of measured value: 0<=X<=1 with the closer to 1, the more 
complete

Metric scale type: absolute

Measure type: X=count/count 
A = count
B = count

Input to measurement : Requirement specification, Design, Source code, Review
report
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Metric name: maintainability compliance

Purpose of the metric: how compliant is the maintainability of the product 
to be applicable regulations, standards and conventions

Method of application: count the number of items requireing compliance 
that have been met and compare with the number of items reuquiring
compliance in the specification

Measurement, formula and data element computations: X = 1-A/B 
with A=Number of maintainability compliance items specified that have 
not been implemented during testing and B = Total number of 
maintainability compliance items specified

Interpretation of measured value: 0<=X<=1 The closer to 1.0 is the
better

Metric scale type: absolute

Measure type: A = count, B=count and X=count/count

Input to measurement: product description (user manual or Specification) 
of complance and related standards, conventions or regulations. Test 
specification and report

Target audience: supplier, user

3. Basic concepts 3. Basic concepts –– ExternalExternal metricmetric
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4. CETIC 4. CETIC productproduct -- DD--SIDE SIDE DashboardDashboard

CETIC has developed a measurement software tool
in the framework of research in software quality

D-SIDE Dashboard
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4. CETIC 4. CETIC productproduct -- DD--SIDE SIDE DashboardDashboard
FrequentFrequent questions by Project Leaderquestions by Project Leader

Where should we concentrate the testing effort?

Which classes are used the most?

Which classes are error-prone?

Which classes/methods are difficult to 
understand/test/maintain?

Which classes are impacted when a modification occurs, 
what do we have to test again?

Which classes are difficult to debug?
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4. CETIC 4. CETIC productproduct -- DD--SIDE SIDE DashboardDashboard
Most Most usedused metricsmetrics

Comments rate: 
• Classes/Methods

Afferent and efferent coupling
• Classes/Methods

Cyclomatic complexity
• Classes/Methods

Depth of Inheritance
• Classes

Number of Children
• Classes
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Rapid graphical identification of abnormal
code in order to target

Unit tests
Code reviews

Quick overview of an application
Commented?
Modular?
volume?

4. CETIC 4. CETIC productproduct -- DD--SIDE SIDE DashboardDashboard
BenefitsBenefits fromfrom DD--SIDE SIDE DashboardDashboard
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4. CETIC 4. CETIC productproduct -- DD--SIDE SIDE DashboardDashboard
BenefitsBenefits fromfrom DD--SIDE SIDE DashboardDashboard (2)(2)

Definition of quality models, according to (for 
example): 

The application type (framework, GUI, etc.)
The sector

Definition of new metrics

Plug-in Architecture allowing to add:
New parsers (other languages)
External measurers


